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Welcome to Dimensional (DIM) weight pricing! It is used by the all the major shipping carriers, including the USPS®, to help them manage the logistics of moving shipments across the country. It helps the carriers optimize the delivery space on trucks, planes, and local delivery vehicles. We get asked a lot of questions about DIM weight, probably because these prices sneak up on businesses without them knowing it. If you ship large light items or have a lot of extra space surrounding the goods in your packages, you may feel the impact of DIM weight pricing on your bottom line. 


Here are the most frequently asked questions on DIM weight:


 


What is dimensional weight?


Dimensional weight is used to calculate the shipping cost of larger packages with lower weights (aka light packages) that take up a lot of valuable space in a delivery truck or airplane.


 


Why is dimensional weight important?





Because of dimensional weight, sending large, bulky packages can get expensive and affect your business’s bottom line. Businesses should be aware of dimensional weight pricing and try to fit packages in the smallest packaging available. You can also explore flat rate shipping options to be sure that your shipments won’t be charged based on the dimensional weight. 


 


How is dimensional weight calculated?


The dimensional package weight is calculated by multiplying the length, width, and height of a package. If the result is greater than 1728 cubic inches (1 cubic foot) divide by the correct divisor below.



UPS and FedEx divisor: 139


USPS divisor: 166


 




 


What carriers use dimensional weight?


The major carriers, FedEx®, UPS®, and USPS®, all use dimensional weight to price lighter packages that take up valuable space in a delivery truck or airplane. Although the USPS dimensional weight divisor is changing, they still offer the best dimensional weight pricing. The USPS dimensional weight divisor is 166 while the divisor for UPS and FedEx is 139—the lower the divisor the more expensive it is to ship your package.


 


What USPS services does it affect?


If your business ships larger, lightweight items you’ll want to listen closely as to what services are affected and how you can keep your shipping invoices down. DIM weight pricing affects Priority Mail, Priority Mail Express, and Parcel Select Ground packages that are over one cubic foot. 



	Priority Mail
	Priority Mail Express
	Parcel Select Ground



 




What is considered a package?


A package is a large padded envelope, a carton, or even a tube that is longer than 12in x 15in or thicker than ¾ in. However, when in doubt, measure anything that is not a letter that looks like it may qualify for dimensional weight pricing.


 


Is dimensional weight required for padded envelope shipments?


It is always important to measure your packaging—regardless of type or even if it is carrier provided or not—to see if it is subject to dimensional weight pricing.


 


We want to hear from you!


If you have any other questions please enter them in the comments section below. If you'd like to learn more about dimensional weight or get updates about the recent postage rate change, sign up for our monthly newsletter in the footer below.  
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                            June 28, 2019 at 1:31 pm

                            Cathy Beck


							
                            Our Company "Nestlehut Financial Company" 19802 S Harlem Ave., Frankfort, IL 60423 have a IN-300 Series Postage machine.  We downloaded the DIM but when trying to ship a Priority box we are not getting the prompts to enter the Height, width and length.

																						                        


						
                                    
                                    

                                        

                                            July 24, 2019 at 2:12 pm

                                            Caroline


											
                                            Hi Cathy, for our postage meters you need to calculate the dimensional weight first. So multiply LxWxH, if the result is larger than 1,728 in. (1 cubic foot), you divide it by 166 and then enter that into your postage meter under "manual weight entry." You can find the instructions for the IN-300 series here: https://kb.neopostinc.com/en-us/dita/maps/products/mailing+system/rate+change/rate+information/is-330+im330/dimensional+weight.aspx

Thank you, 

Caroline

																							
											                                        


										
                                    

									                    


				                    
                    

                        

                            May 22, 2019 at 9:11 am

                            Kathi


							
                            I have an eCommerce business...Ladies Custom Hats.  Ship in lightweight & larger boxes (to protect the hat).  Great success with USPS Parcel Select but this new DIM being applied to Ground will raise ship cost 6X what it is now for my biz (eg. cost to ship hat yesterday to MA $14 will be $64 after 6/23).  Dramatic impact to my 20 year biz. How to survive!?

																						                        


						
                                    
                                    

                                        

                                            May 22, 2019 at 9:29 am

                                            Katie


											
                                            Hi Kathi! We'd love to help you figure out a solution to your problem, but we'll need a little more information. If you email me at k.conigliaro@Quadient.com, I can put you in contact with someone who can analyze your situation and suggest the best options.
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			Looking for enterprise mailing and shipping solutions? 

			Visit our corporate website Quadient.com 
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			Let us help you find the right solution. 
 Speak with a Small Business Specialist.
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